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What are the risks and challenges that will confront the building and construction industry in the near future and
what should those in these industries be most concerned with? These weighty questions were raised at a SMU panel
discussion that followed the graduation ceremony of the SMU-BCA Advanced Management Programme for Leaders of
the Building and Construction Industry
(http://www.smu.edu.sg/executive_education/programmes/2011/bca11/index.asp).
Chaired by Annie Koh (http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/faculty/finance/anniekoh.asp), dean at the Office of
Executive & Professional Education (http://www.smu.edu.sg/executive_education/index.asp)and an associate
professor of finance, the discussion brought together Pek Lian Guan, executive director and chief executive officer
of Tiong Seng Holdings, Wong Meng Meng, senior counsel and founder of Wong Partnership, Winston Hauw,
managing partner of Rider Levett Bucknall, and Amy Choy, director and vice president of Marsh Singapore.
Carrot and stick
The panel first looked at the Government’s decision to increase levy of foreign workers over the next three years.
Noting that the levy increase is to boost the industry's overall productivity, Pek said that one can look at it as a
glass half-full or half-empty as the government has also dangled a carrot of $250 million to spur this on.
He cautioned, however, that it is important to distinguish between how the government and the industry understand
the term, 'productivity'. “When the government talks about productivity, they are talking about value-add
productivity. When we talk about productivity, on site, we talk about work productivity. They are different,” said
Pek.
“Value-add productivity basically measures the well-being of a company in terms of financial performance, but in
terms of work productivity, we are looking at how much output the worker can generate; the amount of work that
they produce,” he explained.
Referring to a recent survey that compared Singapore with countries like Japan and Australia, Pek said that
Singapore does not stand too far apart, in terms of work productivity. For value-add productivity, Singapore is "a
distance away".
Most companies would see the $250 million state injection as a means by which companies may adopt new
technologies and train up their workforce to increase productivity. Pek cautioned, however, that this would improve
only 'work productivity'. To attain 'value-add productivity', the industry needs to work harder.
"Work productivity and value-add productivity should converge to some extent at the end of the day," Wong
chipped in. "Even if you have great competition or too much competition, you'd be able to quote a lower tender if
you've got good productivity to start with”.
For Wong, it is the imposition of foreign worker levies for greater productivity that is problematic. He believes an
easier or more direct way would be to restrict the number of foreign workers entering into the country. "The
unfortunate aspect of (the levy) policy is it maintains the high costs of the industry as a whole and you actually
don't (pass) benefits to the labourers below, because (their) wages remain the same – and the extra costs that is
imposed goes to the government."
To that end, Hauw pointed out that the MYE (Man-Year Entitlement) – the quota of foreign construction workers
allocated to a contractor for a specific construction project – has seen a tightening. Such quotas help in restricting
the volume of foreign workers too, he said.
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Singapore's change-averse culture
Industry players are all facing the same situation: a levy increase and a cut in MYE, said Pek. Everyone knows
change is inevitable, but the question is: who dares take the first step? "Whoever makes the change first; you are
the hero, but the hero usually dies," he quipped.
Inertia and resistance to change has always been omnipresent, Pek said. The difference today is that while
companies might have gotten by without making any moves 10 years ago, stiff competition is forcing everyone to
change for the better or get out of business.
When asked about Tiong Seng’s own attempts at change, Pek said his company has moved into prefabrication and
precasting, and is adopting new technologies to reduce labour requirements.
Wong opined that a deep-set problem facing the construction industry in Singapore is that of 'culture', imbued
indirectly by the ease at which companies could easily import cheap foreign labour. Over time, these companies
became overly reliant on low labour costs, seeing as there was less need to innovate for
productivity.
It was only in recent years that the industry began to realise that it has to change, Wong noted. To this end, the
government provides impetuses in the forms of levy adjustments and quotas on imported labour.
He recalled that prefabrication – a technique where structures are pieced together with factory-preassembled parts
– had a rocky start in the construction industry here many years ago. It was not particularly successful in the early
years and many local firms opted to abandon the idea.
Prefabrication was further developed in the West in subsequent years, and when it became successful, western
companies reaped great benefits and local companies had to play catch-up. “I saw the construction of a condo in
New Zealand and there were only two or three persons… there were no bricks… and you do away with the slowness
of laying the bricks, and the expenses of (paying brick-layers),” he recounted.
Wong pointed to another construction industry practice of waiting for the paint on the top floors to dry before
painting the bottom floors. “Today you find that as the building goes up, the painting follows, the windows follow,
etc. Why? Because changes in building techniques allow that to be done,” he said. Companies that challenge norms
will derive new methods and benefit from them, he added.
Change is in the air
The industry is undergoing change, thanks in part to government initiatives on productivity and sustainability, said
Hauw. "I think it augurs very well for the construction industry." In terms of construction standards, things have
"visibly improved, vis-à-vis other developed countries," he added.
Choy questioned, however, if the industry's mentality is such that change always flows top-down, occurring only
when there are regulatory pressures. "If the government doesn’t impose any law, we just don’t do anything," she
said.
While policymakers can certainly compel businesses to improve, Pek said new problems may be introduced too. For
example, while the government encourages industry-wide productivity, its agencies are courting foreign contractors
to set up in Singapore. This is worrying because an influx of foreign contractors without an expansion of the local pie
will only force prices and value-add productivity down, he said.
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Singapore’s “very open economy” also leaves the industry susceptible to external forces, Hauw opined. He gave the
example of the commodities market, where prices no longer fluctuate due to consumption demand but rather,
speculation. Copper's price used to be US$6,000 a tonne, but is now nearly US$10,000. And the same goes for many
other construction materials, he said.
Wong concurred, adding that an overreliance on foreign investments leaves the industry "at the mercy" of foreign
entities who may not share as equal a stake. To conclude, Pek raised an additional business issue that construction
companies must address in the quest for productivity: workplace health and safety.
Perhaps the industry can kill two birds with one stone, he suggested. As the industry evolves and shakes itself up,
companies could adopt new technologies and new practices that take health and safety concerns into account.
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